NOTICE: APPLYING ONLINE FOR UP POSTMATRIC SCHOLARSHIP 2020-21

DATE: 07-12-2020

The students of all courses and branches are hereby informed that the last of filling and submitting online UP Postmatric Scholarship 2020-21 forms is **15-12-2020**. After submitting online form you need to submit the following documents to the concerned Google classroom, the link will be shared through Whatsapp group and emails of each class and branch very soon. **You are required to FINAL SUBMIT the form on or before 15-12-2020.**

**Last date of online filling and submitting scholarship form:** 15-12-2020 (as per Samaj Kalyan office record)
for both FRESH and RENEWAL candidates

You can also visit the scholarship website [https://scholarship.up.gov.in/](https://scholarship.up.gov.in/) for more details regarding the rules to follow the filling scholarship forms and also extension of last date etc.

**Documents required for scholarship (for 1st year and lateral entry students) (Fresh Applicants)**

1. Allotment letter.
2. Income certificate (Issued by competent authority) available online (both hard copy and net copy)
Income certificate must be issued after April, 2020. (Both original and net copy)
3. Category (as applicable) certificates (Issued by competent authority) available online (both photo copy and net copy). **Address of domicile must be matched with Aadhar card.**
4. Certificates/mark sheets/degree of all qualifications (High School and higher). Diploma mark sheet (for laterals)
5. Transfer certificates issued by the Institute last attended.
6. **Aadhar Card.** (All details of Aadhar card must be matched with applicant’s name, address, father’s name and date of birth)
7. Copy of fee receipt of fee deposits by the applicant.
8. Self-declaration, Parents declaration and certification for gap period. (In case of gap in two classes)
9. Last year Scholarship detail (if you had applied), print out taken from the website.
10. Counselling letter (showing counselling registration number).
11. All applicants must have bank account in any bank in any district in UP only. Aadhar card and mobile number must be linked with bank account.
13. Hostel Verification Form (For students residing in Hostels).
15. UPSEE admit card (photocopy)
16. A duly signed copy of online scholarship form submitted by the applicants.

**Documents required for scholarship (for second, third, fourth year students) (Renewal)**

1. Income certificate (Issued by competent authority) available online (both hard copy and net copy). Income certificate must be issued after **31 July 2019**.
2. Category (as applicable) certificates (Issued by competent authority) available online (both hard copy and net copy). **Address of domicile must be matched with Aadhar card.**
3. Certificates/mark sheets/degree of all qualifications (High School and higher).
4. Transfer certificates issued by the Institute last attended.
5. **Aadhar Card.** (All details of Aadhar card must be matched with applicant’s name, address, father’s name and date of birth)
6. Copy of fee receipt of fee deposits by the applicant.
7. Self-declaration, Parents declaration and certification for gap period. (In case of gap in two classes)
8. Last year Scholarship detail (if you had applied), print out taken from the website.
9. Counselling letter (showing counselling registration number).
10. All applicants must have bank account in any bank in any district in UP. Aadhar card should be linked with bank account.
12. Hostel Verification Form (For students residing in Hostels).
13. Scholarship forwarding form.
14. A duly signed copy of online scholarship form submitted by the applicants.

**How to fill the online scholarship forms**

The following Google drive link can be used to access the recorded videos for guidelines to fill up online scholarship forms:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1VgY4vpgor-jNs1IFUtZJOOxbRCTfaFU?usp=sharing
How to register for Whatsapp Group for individual class and branch

Already students till 5th round UPSEE counselling have been added in their respective Whatsapp groups. The remaining students or the students who have taken admission after spot counselling can be registered by filling the following Google form:

https://forms.gle/XExfXr8cQVfoWBeUA

Dean Student Welfare
IET Lucknow
Email- dsw@ietlucknow.ac.in